In this paper we consider a non-stationary discounted dynamic programming model with a random parameter. We associate with this model a backward sequence of decision problems with increasing planning horizon, and study the asymptotio behaviour of optimal rewards. In this analysis we use some results on multifunctions and sequences of contractions, and apply a random analogue of the Banach fixed point theorem. Similar problems were investigated by Qapar [3], and we generalize his results.
Preliminaries
Throughout this seotion (X,d) is a metric space, and (n,K, P) a complete probability space. A function f : n --X is measurable if for any Borel set Be X, f (B)e U . By C(X) we denote the Banaoh space of all real-valued bounded continuous functions on X with the sup norm. A mapping g s X --X is called a k^contraojtion, where 0 < k < 1, if for every x,yeX, d(g(x),g(y))< kd(x,y).
Let (g^) be a sequence of functions g^ : X--X such that g^ is a k^-contraction, If X is complete, then each g. has a unique fixed point a.. Denote k := sup k^. We shall prove that both terms on the right hand side of this inequality are uniformly convergent to 0.
Note that the multifunction cp is continuous, as the uniform limit of continuous multifunctions. We shall show that its graph is compact. Since cp is continuous and compact-valued, G is closed and the set is oompact (see [l] , pp.116, 118). Thus G is oompaot, as a closed subset of Yxcp(Y).
Wow we shall prove that for any e > 0 there exists n(fi) such that for all i>n(£), ye Y, Since u is uniformly continuous on G, there exists 6 > 0 such that d(x,x'X<5 implies lu(y,x) -u(y,x')l< £ for all yeY, x, x'e^(y).
By the uniform convergence of (4^), there is nQ suoh that for all yeY, Dftp^y) ,4>(y) )< 6. Hence, for any i>nQ, yeY and xecp(y) there exists is measurable.
fl e ra a r k .
For the sake of simplicity we do not give the most general formulations of the theorems of this seotion.
A.Nowak 2. Dynamic programming model We study a dxnamd£_^o^i^mming_jiode^ (S,A, (cf^), (T i ), (r^), (/3j_))» where S, A are non-empty sets, ^ is a multifunction from ftxS to A, T^ maps nxSxA into S, r^ is a real--valued funotion defined on nxSxA, and : n --[o, 1) for i e N.
We interpret S as the set^of^states^ of some controlled system, A as the j3eJ^j3£jictions_, and .n as the set of random parametrs (states of nature). By s. and a. we denote the state of the system and the action performed i steps backward from the end of the planning horizon. cp^(co,s^) is interpreted as the set_ of_a_l 1 admisBible^actions at this step, when the state of nature is u, The transitd^n^func^ Tj_ is the deterministic law of motion of the system between time i and i~1. Finally, r^ is interpreted as a ^reward^func^-tion, and ji^ as a discount^factor at the i-th step before the end of the planning horizon.
We associate with our dynamic programming model a sequence ofj3e£isoon^j)i^bl^ increasing planning horizon. Now we desoribe the decision problem with the horizon n.
We start to control our system at time n, when it is in a state s^. V/e assume that the random parameter oo is known before the decision making. V/e observe s n and take an action a n e q> n (co,s n ), receive a reward an<^ so on after n-1 of these steps we observe s.] , take an action a^ e cp^ (w,s.| ), receive r-j ) and then the process stops. The reward of one unit at time i-1 is worth only /3^(co) at time i. Our is given by R n (w,s n ,a n ,a n _ 1 ,...,a 1 )=r n {co,a n ,a n ) + /3 n (^)(r n _ 1 (co,s n _ 1 ,a n _ 1 ) + + ^n-1 (tJ,^r n-2 (w » s n-2' G n-2 ,+ +(u)r 1 (w, Sl ,a 1 ))...)).
We are going to maximize this function for every co 6 , s fl eS by the appropriate choice of ( Hence L-^co,*) is a /^(uj-contraction. Now we consider the operator L. By Theorem 1.6, the multifunction cp is measurable in w . For almost all cjea , ip(<j,.) is continuous, as the uniform limit of continuous multifunctions. By the same argument, T and r are measu-rable in u , and continuous in (sfa) for almost all cj , It is obvious, that /3 is measurable, and /2>(w) < 1 a.s. The rest of the proof is the same as for the operator Lj,, and we omit it.
By Theorem 1.2, each operator L^ has a unique random fixed point fj ! xi -C(S). Similary, L has a unique random fixed point f : n ->-C(S). We associate with these fixed points functions V, V^ :nxS -» R defined by
The following theorem interrelates the functions V , V* n n and V. By use of the operators (Ln), we can rewrite the optimality equations (2.1) in the form (3.2) Vn(w,s) = Ln{£o,Vn-1{w,')){8)t neN. It is not difficult to see that for any ue C(S), r n("»'»* J + /3n(cj)ufTn(co,-)) -r (co, •, * ) + fi (co) u (T (w, •, • )), uniformly on SxA. Thus Theorem 1.5 implies (3.3). By Theorem 1.1, the sequences (V*(«t*)) and (V^co,«)) are convergent to V(co,») in C(S). This completes the proof.
